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Kenmore Elite® Dishwasher with Window
PRODUCT FACTS
Product Overview:
The Kenmore Elite® Dishwasher features a modern window giving
you a view the cleaning power in action, with a sleek design that fits
into any kitchen décor. It includes an assortment of exclusive wash
features like 360° PowerWash® Plus technology and MicroClean™
Wash System to deliver peak cleaning performance. This
dishwasher is designed to clean so quietly that your dishes get clean
without disrupting your other activities.
Key Features:
 Modern front window allows users to see the dishwasher
in action, with an elegant, bright LED light inside that
illuminates when the cycle is complete
 TurboZone® with Rotating Spray Jets features four
powerful rotating jets to tackle baked-on, caked-on messes
 TurboZone® Reach is an exclusive feature from Kenmore
that uses spray jets to clean deep inside bowls, bottles and
glasses in the upper rack, leaving no corner left unclean
 MicroClean™ Wash System is an innovative filter feature
that delivers peak cleaning performance in a shorter cycle to
help save time and water
 360° PowerWash® Plus technology uses a full-coverage
spray pattern for more effective cleaning, plus an exclusive
backward and forward action to hit dishes from every angle
 SmartDry™ Plus technology chooses the best dry cycle
for better drying performance, which means no more wiping
dishes dry before putting them away
 Quiet cycles at just 44 dBA gets dishes clean without the
noise of standard dishwashers
Available Models/Dimensions:
 Model: 14823 (Stainless Steel)
 Dimensions: W: 24 in H: 34.5 in D: 24.875 in
 Weight, Shipping (Approx.): 102 lbs.
MSRP: $1,499
About the Kenmore Brand
The Kenmore brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted performance in
the home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that help consumers
do things quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top appliance brand for
100 years, the Kenmore brand continues to give consumers more time,
efficiency and better results for better living with industry-leading products
across small and large appliance categories. For more information, log on to
www.kenmore.com or www.facebook.com/kenmore.

